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Summary

Background: Federated medical search engines are health information systems that provide a single access point to different types of information. Their efficiency as clinical decision support tools has been demonstrated through numerous evaluations. Despite their rigor, very few of these studies report holistic evaluations of medical search engines and even fewer base their evaluations on existing evaluation frameworks.

Objectives: To evaluate a federated medical search engine, MedSocket, for its potential net benefits in an established clinical setting.

Methods: This study applied the Human, Organization, and Technology (HOT-fit) evaluation framework in order to evaluate MedSocket. The hierarchical structure of the HOT-factors allowed for identification of a combination of efficiency metrics. Human fit was evaluated through user satisfaction and patterns of system use; technology fit was evaluated through the measurements of time-on-task and the accuracy of the found answers; and organization fit was evaluated from the perspective of system fit to the existing organizational structure.

Results: Evaluations produced mixed results and suggested several opportunities for system improvement. On average, participants were satisfied with MedSocket searches and confident in the accuracy of retrieved answers. However, MedSocket did not meet participants’ expectations in terms of download speed, access to information, and relevance of the search results. These mixed results made it necessary to conclude that in the case of MedSocket, technology fit had a significant influence on the human and organization fit. Hence, improving technological capabilities of the system is critical before its net benefits can become noticeable.

Conclusions: The HOT-fit evaluation framework was instrumental in tailoring the methodology for conducting a comprehensive evaluation of the search engine. Such multidimensional evaluation of the search engine resulted in recommendations for system improvement.
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1. Introduction

Federated search engines that focus on medical content are examples of health information systems (HIS). These systems provide a single access point to different types of information retrieved from a variety of sources [1] including organizational resources and electronic patient data. The range of information retrieved by federated search engines from disparate locations can help physicians address their information needs that arise in a typical workday by conducting a single search.

There are a number of HIS that serve as federated search engines such as Federated Drug Reference [2], Clinical Focus [3], Quick Clinical [4], EBM Search [5, 6], LaneConnex [7], and InfoRetriever [8]. In clinical practice these systems have assisted physicians providing patient care by increasing physicians’ use of evidence at the point of care [3, 9, 10], their confidence in answers to clinical scenarios [11], and accuracy of their answers to clinical questions [12]. In an educational context, these systems have been found to help lower the barriers to information resources [5] and increase the use of evidence-based resources for learning [8].

Rigorous evaluation of HIS is essential for better understanding of their true potential and value. Considering the many ways a HIS could be evaluated, it is important for researchers to adopt a framework that allows testing the essential characteristics and capabilities of HIS. An established and comprehensive framework devised to evaluate HIS in health care is the HOT-fit framework [13]. The HOT-fit framework considers the technological characteristics, demands and preferences of users, and organizational settings in order to evaluate the relevance and appropriateness of an HIS. It was devised to address the gaps in HIS evaluations identified through critical appraisal of prior relevant HIS literature and built on the Information Systems Success Model and the Information Technology Organization Fit Model [14].

The HOT-fit evaluation framework places equal emphasis on the importance of human, organization, and technology factors because each enables the demonstration of a system's net benefits (e.g., effects on clinical practice, job efficiency and effectiveness, quality of decisions, error reduction, communication, and clinical outcomes) during its evaluations. According to this framework, human-fit factor helps understand the nature of system use and user satisfaction when interacting with the system. Organizational-fit factor explains how an HIS fits in the current structure and environment of the organization, including its culture, processes, management, and financing sources. Technology-fit factor demonstrates system quality, quality of information it produces, and quality of service provided to maintain the system.

Several studies have evaluated federated medical search engines. However, when compared to the tenets of the HOT-fit evaluation framework, these evaluations focused on only one of the factors, i.e., human, or organization, or technology. For example, a number of studies evaluated federated medical search engines from the perspective of human-fit by focusing primarily on user satisfaction [3,6] or the patterns and nature of system use [11, 12, 15, 16]. Other studies evaluated systems’ technology-fit by focusing on the quality of evidence available through these systems [17]. Even when studies demonstrated net benefits of federated search engines through their multidimensional evaluations, these studies did not clearly outline the evaluation frameworks used in their research approaches [9, 18, 19]. Despite the availability of methodological variety and rigor reported in these studies as well as significant findings, there is still a deficit of research that focuses on holistic evaluations of federated medical search engines.

In this article we demonstrate the application of the HOT-fit evaluation framework during the assessment of a federated medical search engine, MedSocket. This approach allowed us to employ a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection and analysis that altogether provided a comprehensive picture of the efficiency of Medsocket. The rigorous evaluation of the federated medical search engine resulted in a number of recommendations and implications that could be useful not only for physicians and informaticists but also system developers and evaluators.
2. Methods

2.1. Purpose of study

This study intended to demonstrate the net benefits and the potential fit of MedSocket to an organizational setting with established habits for clinical information acquisition. This goal was achieved by 1) tailoring the HOT-fit framework to the specific context, 2) deriving appropriate evaluation approaches, and 3) applying the newly developed methodology to the evaluation of MedSocket.

2.2. Context

MedSocket of Missouri Inc. created MedSocket, currently known as 1-Search. With a single search box, the system provides access to a variety of electronic information resources, e.g., textbooks, journals, evidence-based medicine sources, drug and image databases, handouts, guidelines, news as well as personal and organizational content. It offers custom aggregation based on an institution's subscriptions along with open source resources. MedSocket was built using Microsoft SharePoint and FAST search server. It crawls and indexes some sources and performs a live search query for other sources. MedSocket also uses MeSH terms to improve the search engine's accuracy by providing end users with suggested terms through auto-completion. In order to enhance the visibility of search results, MedSocket organizes retrieved resources one under the other, with a preview, indication of the source, and highlighted query (Figure 1). Taken together, the system's design allows MedSocket to incorporate a number of features that allow users to perform searches in a specific information resource or simultaneously in several types of information resources.

A brief comparison of MedSocket with other federated medical search engines demonstrates the following similarities and differences among the systems. MedSocket, similar to Federated Drug Reference [2] and Clinical Focus [3], can be integrated with electronic health record systems. When compared with a Web Portal like Clinical Focus [3], MedSocket presents users with just one search box. As opposed to Federated Drug Reference [2], which federates various types of pharmaceutical information, MedSocket aggregates and filters search results in order to meet physicians' information needs at the point of care by aggregating results based on guidelines, patient handouts, drug information, EBM, images, journals, textbooks, personally stored content, and organizational content such as institution's subscriptions along with open source resources. MedSocket is similar to EBM Search [5, 6] and LaneConnex [7]. Both MedSocket and LaneConnex [7] allow users to customize their clinical profile configuration based on domain expertise (e.g., family medicine, pediatrics, dermatology etc.). However, LaneConnex [7] functions more like a library portal and, thus, is not optimal for point of care use. Also, while EBM Search [5, 6] and Information Retriever [8] focus on different levels of clinical information modeled on the evidence-based pyramid, they do not provide access to other types of information needed at the point of care like handouts and internal treatment protocols.

2.3. Research approach

The hierarchical structure of the HOT-factors allows for the measurement of human, organizational, and technological components of HIS through a variety of evaluation metrics [13]. For example, human factor is comprised of system use and user satisfaction. In its turn, system use is comprised of metrics such as the amount and duration of use, actual versus reported use, purpose of use, motivation to use, etc. While user satisfaction is comprised of satisfaction with specific functions, overall satisfaction, perceived usefulness, etc. Similar subdivision exists in the organization and technology factors.

In the context of this study, human fit of the system was evaluated through (a) user satisfaction with the system and (b) patterns of system use. Evaluation of technology fit was based on measurements of (a) user performance on time-on-task and (b) accuracy of their answers. Organization fit was evaluated from the perspectives of system fit to the existing organizational structure. Our research approach included three phases. During phase 1 we identified a research strategy, prepared materials for use during system evaluations, and prepared a simulated experimental en-
2.4. Phase 1 – Preparing materials for evaluations

In clinical practice, physicians' information needs are usually very broad [20] and may include a combination of clinical, patient-specific [21, 22], and organizational [23] questions. Questions that arise during a patient visit are unique in each case and, for the most part, unpredictable. In order to reflect the complexity of physicians' information needs, this study used a paper form to collect questions from four family and community medicine clinics (▶Supplement Appendix A). The forms asked physicians to document their information needs that resulted from patient encounters. Furthermore, the form asked whether physicians pursued the information need presented by the question. When physicians pursued their information needs, they were asked to report the outcome, the time it took to complete their searches, and the type of information resource they used.

Fifty-one clinicians (11 resident physicians, 2 fellow physicians, 36 faculty physicians, and 2 who did not indicate their status) agreed to document their information needs over a one-week period during May, 2012. After the forms were returned, two physicians – a board-certified faculty family physician informaticist with 30 years of clinical experience and a volunteer resident first-year family physician – reviewed them and identified 138 information needs. Based on the initial review of their semantics, questions were grouped into three categories of patient-specific, clinical, and organizational (▶Table 1).

Guided by their working definitions, the reviewers independently categorized all collected information needs and after adjudicating individual differences agreed on the following count:

- 100 clinical questions (72% from the total count)
- 11 patient-specific questions (8% from the total count)
- 26 organizational questions (19% from the total count)1.

Only 126 out of 138 questions collected had a clear indication of the action taken. Questions that the volunteer physicians did not provide answers to were predominantly clinical and organizational. Thus, we concluded that clinical and organizational questions were deemed by physicians as too difficult and/or time-consuming to answer. The perceived difficulty and time commitment these questions posed made them ideal for evaluating MedSocket with users (▶Supplement Appendix B).

Physicians are known to experience time constraints when addressing their information needs during patient visits [24, 25]. For example, physicians typically spend about two minutes searching for an answer to a question in presence of a patient. Analysis of the data reported through the paper forms in our study demonstrated that participating physicians spent on average three minutes pursuing an answer to a question during patient encounters. Since the calculated three-minute duration of the search time was only in one-minute proximity to the duration of searches previously reported [24,25], we decided to proceed with an allotment of three minutes per search. A pilot test confirmed that this time was sufficient to find an answer to each of the identified search scenarios.

2.5. Phase 2 – User evaluations of MedSocket

2.5.1. Participants

With the permission of the University's Institutional Review Board, we recruited a convenience sample of ten practicing physicians (5 males, 5 females) from the Department of Family and Community Medicine at a state university located in the Midwestern United States. The following factors supported our decision to recruit only ten participants to evaluate the system. Previous studies devoted to HIS evaluations and guided by the HOT-fit framework reported recruiting 15 participants [13]. Furthermore, Kushniruk, Patel & Cimino (1997) mention that as many as 8–10 subjects can

1 One question was left without identification of its type because it was not feasible to decipher the handwrit-
ing.
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lead to identification of up to 80% of the surface level usability problems with an information system [26]. Thus, by limiting the sample size to ten participants we believe were able to receive meaningful feedback regarding system usability. Six participants were in the age group of 41–50 years old; the other four were in the age groups of 25–30, 31–40, 51–60, and 60+ years old. Six physicians had been in practice for more than ten years and four physicians for less than ten years. Participation in the study was voluntary, and no monetary compensation was offered to the physicians who chose to participate.

2.5.2. Procedures

Ten questions, divided into two randomized sets, comprised the evaluation scenarios. Each set of five questions contained a combination of clinical and organizational questions. The ten participants were randomly assigned to two groups. Participants in group 1 were asked to use MedSocket to find answers to the first set of five questions and then use their preferred search methods to find answers to the next set of five search scenarios. The order of the search scenarios for group 2 was reversed, which allowed us to counterbalance scenarios and avoid any order bias.

Data collection took place during June 2012. MedSocket was available to all medical professionals in the department since 2011 for an annual licensing fee paid by the department. Participants could participate in the study in either a laboratory setting or in the setting of their practice. Cable Internet connection was used in the laboratory setting and a wireless hospital internet in clinic. Eight sessions were conducted using Firefox 9.0.1, and two sessions – with Internet Explorer 9.0. All sessions were completed on Dell laptops, Intel (R) Core (TM) i7 CPU, Windows 7 Enterprise. Each participant was allowed a maximum of three minutes to conduct a search and provide an answer in a separate Word document. If the search exceeded three minutes, the participant was asked to cease his/her search regardless of whether or not he/she was able to find an answer. All the sessions were facilitated by two of the authors.

After each search task, each participant was surveyed about his/her confidence in the accuracy of the answers they found and satisfaction with his/her search experience (on a 1–5 Likert scale with 1=not at all satisfied/confident, 2=not quite satisfied/confident, 3=satisfied/confident, 4=quite satisfied/confident, 5=very satisfied/confident). Sauro & Dumas (2009) experimentally found that one-question usability Likert scale is a sensitive tool for measuring usability, particularly with small samples size (e.g., 10–12 users) [27]. Additionally, end-of-session semi-structured interviews were conducted to gain an overall impression of the physicians' perceptions of MedSocket. The use of one-question questionnaire and semi-structured interviews provided a valid means to gauge user satisfaction with MedSocket.

2.6 Phase 3 – Data analyses approaches

Data analyses included several phases. We conducted descriptive analysis of metrics such as participants’ confidence in the accuracy of the found answer, their satisfaction with the search experience, and time-on-task. To verify participants’ confidence in the accuracy of the found answer, we developed a Gold Standard. Also, recordings from each session were transcribed, open-coded, and analyzed in order to assess physician feedback regarding system usability.

The Gold Standard was developed as a result of the combined expertise of a family physician who served as a domain expert, and a medical librarian who served as an information retrieval and medical reference expert. To derive the Gold Standard, a physician and the medical librarian independently performed searches for the best acceptable answers to the identified search scenarios. Initial searches were performed using MedSocket and, when necessary, supplemented with searches in other highly reliable, evidence-based information sources such as Micromedex, National Guideline Clearinghouse, Up-To-Date, DynaMed, Family Practice Notebook, and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. Upon finding unambiguous answers, the physician and librarian documented the

---

2 Micromedex (http://www.micromedex.com); National Guideline Clearinghouse (http://www.guideline.gov/); Up-To-Date (http://www.uptodate.com/home); DynaMed (https://dynamed.ebscohost.com/); Family Practice Notebook (http://www.fpnotebook.com); and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (http://www.cochrane.org/).
URLs of the source and the excerpts containing the answer. These URLs and excerpts were used to compare their answers, adjudicate any differences, and construct the Gold Standard answers.

To apply the Gold Standard during data analysis, participants’ answers were reviewed for accuracy by two family physicians – one board-certified faculty physician informaticist with 30 years of clinical experience and one volunteer resident first-year physician – in accordance with the prepared answer correctness criteria (Supplement Appendix C) and graded. The accuracy of answers was evaluated with the help of a 4-point grading scale that we developed by analogy with the grading scale developed by Thiele et al. [28]. Our choice of the 4-point scale was justified by the possibility of having several degrees of answer accuracy, e.g., participants arrived at the correct answer (4 points), partially correct answer (3 points), no answer (2 points), and incorrect answer (1 point).

3. Results

3.1. Human fit

3.1.1. User satisfaction

On average, participants reported that their search experience was satisfactory when using MedSocket (Mean (M) = 3.22, Standard Deviation (SD) = 1.41) and their preferred search methods (M = 3.56, SD = 1.43). Despite the overall satisfaction level, participants’ satisfaction with individual searches varied from question to question (Figure 2).

In terms of satisfaction with specific features, a number of participants liked having quick access to patient handouts available through MedSocket’s left side menu (Figure 1). As one participant commented: “...because MedSocket can search for handouts, that would be my first choice, ... because I know I could quickly focus MedSocket search to just patient handouts, which is a marvelous thing.”

Some participants reported that MedSocket’s left menu was helpful because it provided quick access to different types of resources; however, its functionality was not intuitive for other participants. One participant noted: “I noticed that there were different topics like evidence-based medicine, drugs, but I don’t know what that does for me ... Do I search generally or does it do me some good to click on one of those subtopics?”

3.1.2. System use

The participants’ answers to the demographic survey suggested that two participants used MedSocket more than once a week; four physicians reported using the system more than once a month, and four physicians reported rarely or never using MedSocket. Participants expected MedSocket to be quick and efficient in finding information, which was not always the case. Observations revealed that in some instances it took some participants several attempts to generate a query that allowed them to retrieve the needed information. MedSocket also did not always recognize the misspelled queries thus resulting in two or three query reformulations. One participant complained: “...for example, elevated liver enzymes. It took me forever. I did not actually find it. If you put it in other search engines that I am familiar with, automatically you will find it. It would take me a second. So, I guess I need to find the specific wording ... Every wording you put should bring you to the answers as quickly as possible.”

Participants expected the presentation of search results to be concise; instead, continuous use of MedSocket generated more “clutter”. For example, on one search occasion, the result list contained at least five results from the DynaMed database. As one participant commented: “MedSocket is a little bit overwhelming in that it gives you so many resources and it really doesn’t seem to tailor to the key words that I put in, at least initially.”

3.2. Technology fit

3.2.1. System quality

The participants reported that MedSocket was easy and intuitive to use. There was no discernible learning curve in participants’ interactions with the search engine. The actual system use, however, could have been improved by awareness of certain features, e.g., search filters or personalized fea-
As one of the participants commented: “I don't know if I was using the most effective search strategies ... like knowing whether to search all types or knowing to limit the search to a certain type of literature.” Only one participant noticed and used the embedded Google search feature.

Time-on-task measurements showed that when the participants used MedSocket, they were able to find answers 1.092 minutes faster to four out of ten questions. These questions were about patient information (Q1), differential diagnosis (Q3), therapy (Q5), and medication doses (Q10). On the other hand, MedSocket was 4.088 minutes slower in finding answers to the other six questions. These questions included organizational questions (Q2, Q7), drug interaction (Q4), patient information (Q6), diagnosis (Q8), and disease (Q9) (Figure 3). Overall, it took participants 2.996 minutes longer to find the answers to the ten questions when using MedSocket ($M = 2.17, SD = 0.90$) than through their preferred search method ($M = 1.879, SD = 0.98$).

### 3.2.2. Information quality

The accuracy of answers provided a metric for the quality of information retrieved during a search. This measure consisted of participants’ self-reported confidence in the accuracy of the answers and the accuracy of the answers assigned by the two reviewers after applying the Gold Standard. Similar to user satisfaction, the participants, on average, reported being confident in the accuracy of the answers found through MedSocket ($M = 3.54, SD = 0.70$) and their preferred search methods ($M = 3.72, SD = 1.41$); nevertheless, there were differences in the level of participants’ confidence with regards to certain questions depending on the search method (Figure 4).

The application of the Gold Standard produced different results. The initial inter-rater reliability between the reviewers’ was around 60% ($k=0.621, p<0.001$). Further discussion resolved the majority of the remaining discrepancies and resulted in the 90% final agreement ($k=0.9, p<0.001$). The reviewers concluded that answers to questions about treatment (Q5, Q10) were most accurate when found through MedSocket. Answers to questions about diagnosis (Q3, Q8), drug interaction (Q4), and pharmacy hours (Q7) were most accurate when found through participants’ preferred search methods. Answers to question about patient information (Q1), organization question (Q2), patient information (Q6), and question about disease evaluation (Q9) were most accurate regardless of the search method (Table 2).

### 3.3. Organization fit

The findings revealed that in some instances an established organizational culture prevented physicians from adopting and using MedSocket. Observations of the participants’ preferred search methods revealed that they mostly used UpToDate and DynaMed to find clinical information. For organizational questions, the participants preferred to look for answers through Google searches. Despite these organizational barriers physicians found MedSocket’s capability to search through internal resources (e.g., call schedules, protocols, and policies) useful for finding organizational information relevant to their practice. As for clinical information, physicians expected MedSocket to suggest information sources that were familiar to them or frequently used in their institution. As one participant commented: “Usually [I use MedSocket] if I'm trying to find out a piece of administrative information. Like, if something is covered [by insurance] under this or how do I need to do a surgical procedure. [These are] administrative, usually not clinical questions. I usually go somewhere else for clinical resources ... Honestly, I use UpToDate for clinical questions”.

During the interviews a few participants commented that they could not easily locate the link to MedSocket among the organizational intranet resources. Better visibility of the MedSocket link on the departmental resources page could have facilitated access to and possibly more frequent use of the system. The participants added that access to MedSocket was also complicated on shared computers in some clinics. They bookmarked the MedSocket link on computers in clinic; however, when they practiced from a different clinic location, access to their MedSocket bookmark was not available.
4. Discussion

4.1. Discussion of the methodology

We presented an evaluation of MedSocket in an effort to understand its net benefits. This study was necessary to understand the potential of an alternative information retrieval tool being introduced to the Department of Family and Community Medicine at a large university.

Compared to previously reported evaluations of federated medical search engines [2–8], this study utilizes an existing comprehensive evaluation framework, the HOT-fit. The major benefit of relying on this evaluation framework was the possibility to tailor and derive an evaluation methodology that was most suitable to the context of the study. HOT-fit thus allowed us to test the functional and technological aspects of MedSocket based on user experiences and needs.

The derived methodology consisted of several phases, each serving a particular purpose and contributing to the overall methodology strength. Asking physicians to report their information needs at the point of care during phase 1 allowed us to identify a new category of questions – organizational – and include them in system evaluations, which has not been previously reported. Including organizational and clinical questions as search scenarios resulted in more comprehensive evaluations of the search engine by evaluating its ability to retrieve information beyond clinical information sources.

Phase 2 included evaluations of MedSocket with ten representative users – practicing family physicians. The uniqueness of this user study was in evaluating the efficiency of the system in simulated environments resembling real-world working situations of family physicians during patient visits. Such experimental conditions facilitated opportunities for capturing patterns of physicians’ perspective use of the system in clinical context. Additionally, verbal feedback from participants allowed us to identify usability issues with the system, which was extremely important as usability evaluations become widely recognized as critical to the success of adopting interactive health information systems [30].

Use of several comparative techniques embedded in the methodology provided us with an opportunity to obtain a more comprehensive, complete picture of MedSocket’s efficiency. First, comparing physicians’ performance when using their preferred search methods against MedSocket allowed us to understand whether the search engine was able to meet physicians’ information needs as they might encounter them in their current practice. Second, comparing physicians’ self-reported metrics of MedSocket’s efficiency with the developed Gold Standard allowed us to obtain a more objectified, complete picture of information quality retrieved by the HIS. Combined expertise used in the development of the Gold Standard and scoring of the participants’ answers for accuracy allowed us to evaluate the system against both the high quality information resources and practical utility.

The methodology developed for this study contributes to knowledge of evaluative methodologies applicable to federated search engines. Furthermore, it will add to existing research on understanding the utility of HIS in general medical practice and the factors affecting their adoption. Although the derived methodology was applied to a specific case study of MedSocket, we believe it can be replicated in the evaluation of other federated medical search engines.

Critical appraisal of the developed methodology resulted in identifying a number of opportunities for its improvement. First, physicians’ questions were self-reported through the paper forms. Had the questions been collected through physician observations during their practice and documented by researchers, the final pool of collected questions could have been distributed differently. Second, despite the fact that questions for user evaluations were selected based on the suggestions of the two reviewers, there could still be a possibility for bias. Third, having a separate group of reviewers subsequent to the finalization of methods for coding against the Gold Standard could have added to methodology strength. There is a need for more studies addressing evaluations of federated medical search engines holistically, to further validate the usefulness of the derived methodology.

4.2. Discussion of the evaluation results

This study confirmed the importance of performing usability evaluations of HIS before implementation [26]. The human fit of MedSocket was determined by the actual and expected use of the sys-
tem and user satisfaction; on average participants reported that while using MedSocket they were satisfied with their search experience and confident in the accuracy of found answers to queries. At the same time, several opportunities for improvement emerged. For example, physicians who are required to perform quick searches expected the system to automatically recognize misspelled queries, which did not always happen. Additionally, the participants were often frustrated by the slow download speed of the federated search engine, which ultimately affected their performance on tasks in terms of time. Still, on average MedSocket searches were within the 2-minute interval ($M=2.17, SD=0.471$), a time that previous research has demonstrated to be an acceptable benchmark for conducting searches [24, 25]. Finally, the participants wanted a more accurate and precise presentation of the results to make the process of selecting the most appropriate search results more efficient.

The identified issues negatively affected user perceptions of relevance, access, and speed of MedSocket, which are critical factors to retrieving clinical information [28]. This, in its turn, suggested a tight bond and a causal relationship between the human and technology factors [13]. If left unattended, these issues will turn into significant barriers for technology acceptance [30] and adoption [31].

The findings of the study also suggest that to facilitate the acceptance and adoption of a novel system, certain modifications and customization need to take place. If the new system significantly differs from the one used currently, then users may show resistance and reject the innovation [32]. In other words, an innovation needs to be compatible with the established habits and behaviors of individuals to be assimilated into their work flow [31]. In this study, for example, physicians, being a part of a certain organizational culture, demonstrated established patterns of information behavior and strong preferences for certain information resources, which hindered their perceptions of MedSocket’s utility.

We also concluded that even if the system is perceived easy and intuitive to use, training remains necessary to promote realistic expectations on the part of the users [33]. Training sessions can also be helpful in demonstrating the system’s potential impact on physicians’ clinical practice. Although it was not the purpose of this study to demonstrate an impact of MedSocket on organizational level (e.g., cost reduction, fewer medication errors, and other clinical outcomes), we believe MedSocket could have a positive impact on an individual level.

We believe that if and when the identified shortcomings are properly addressed, there is a potential for MedSocket to function more efficiently. This will result in an increase of physicians’ confidence in the accuracy of found information, allow them to conduct faster searches, and provide access to multiple types of information through a single access point. By making a positive change on an individual level, use of MedSocket can eventually lead to improvements on the level of the whole organization.

5. Conclusions

This study evaluated MedSocket in a clinical simulated setting. The results of the study suggested several opportunities for system improvement and identified the system’s potential to positively affect clinical practice. It is our hope that once the improvements are made, the use of MedSocket could improve physicians’ work effectiveness at the point of care.

Clinical Relevance Statement
Successful adoption of a new system will largely depend on its human, technology, and organization fit. Implementation of a new system should account for individual preferences and established behaviors as well as existing organizational culture.
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Fig. 1  MedSocket interface

Fig. 2  Comparison of participants’ satisfaction with searches
Fig. 3  Time-on-task comparison

Fig. 4  Comparison of participants’ confidence in the accuracy of answers
### Table 1  Categorization of questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Example(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient-specific</td>
<td>A healthcare-related information need that is tied to a specific person getting treatment in a healthcare setting.</td>
<td>EHR; HIE</td>
<td>Specific; Usually 1 person</td>
<td>Did this patient ever get the shingles vaccine before? What was this patient’s last potassium level? What medications is this patient taking?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>A prevention, etiology, symptom, diagnosis, therapy or prognosis related information need that could be applied to a broader population of people, who may or may not be getting treatment in a healthcare setting.</td>
<td>Best medical sources (e.g. UpToDate, DynaMed, PubMed, ePocrates), but may also be from less reputable sources from the web, news sites, or Wikipedia.</td>
<td>General; Could be applied to more than 1 patient</td>
<td>Should I give the shingles vaccine to a patient that has already had Shingles? What are the side effects of nortriptyline? What are the best drugs to use for lowering BP in a patient with diabetes and heart failure?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>A healthcare-related administrative or financial information need that could be applied to a population of patients that are affiliated with certain healthcare related systems.</td>
<td>Intranet; Insurance company database</td>
<td>Generally applied to more than one patient with a relationship to specific systems (health systems, insurance company)</td>
<td>Will this patient’s insurance cover the shingles vaccine? What is the local policy on how to restrain an incompetent combative patient? Which neurologist in our health system should I refer a patient with uncontrolled migraines to?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2  Reviewers’ evaluations of answer accuracy: Interpretation

First, we calculated an average accuracy score per search method for ten participants (column (b) for MedSocket; column (c) for preferred search). Then, we calculated the difference between the accuracy scores (column (d)) by detracting values in column (b) from values in column (c). If the difference score was a positive value (e.g., 0.6), we concluded that MedSocket search was superior in terms of answer accuracy. If the difference score was a negative value (e.g., –0.6), we concluded that MedSocket search was at disadvantage in terms of answer accuracy. Columns (e), (f), and (g) demonstrate superiority of the search method in terms of answer accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q. #</th>
<th>Average answer accuracy by MedSocket</th>
<th>Preferred search</th>
<th>Score difference</th>
<th>Searches favoring MedSocket search</th>
<th>Preferred search</th>
<th>both search methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>MedSocket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>MedSocket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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